SOPHOMORES ARE BEATEN BY ROXBURY HIGH TEAM.

SCORE OF 6-2.

Two Games Were Played on the Field at the Same Time.

Owing to a misunderstanding there were two games played on the Field for Wednesday. The freshmen played Stone School and the sophomores Roxy.

The freshmen came first but were obliged during the middle of their game to give way to the sophomores. They left the main diamond and set up as the other end of the field. For some time both games were going at once. The sophomore game lasted until half past six, Roxbury winning 6-2.

Dillon was touched freely and received poor support. Roxbury played a solid fielding game and struck out five men.

Indications All Point to a Victory for Technology in Meet with Maine Saturday.

CLOSE COMPETITION EXPECTED IN ALL EVENTS.

To the surprise of Johnson. A hot liner glanced off the mitt of the shortstop for a clean sweep for Technology.

More of the Tech team is very unfavorable. None of the best men have been seen up by the pot luck they took in the Tech Show. One of them, P. White, the star shortstop, will probably not come at all.

McCartney's lb . . . 0 1 1

Hayes' rf . . . . 1 3 0

G. Schobinger, who is regarded as the best man on the Tech team, will be handicapped by a bruised heel. He glances at a ball and slipshod at the base.

W. Horane at 3b. . .

Joel Horne at If. . .

Tech's 3b . . .

Cannon's 3b . . .

Odell put up the best game of ball for Tech. In the first nine innings, his classmates, H. P. Higgins. But even after getting a man out, he was not so much a factor as the other man. The Tech team has been doing exceptionally good work, and some individual performances and fast mayes may be seen in the Tech show.

The key events are also receiving their share of attention, and the exception of the shot-out, appear to be quite well set. Maine's strongest points lie in the track events, and in this the Head Grey is expected to have something of a hold on Maine.

Cannon, the number one star of the Tech team, will be a difficult proposition for Technology. He will be well pushed by Espey and Allen of Tech. Maine's tactics in this regard are somewhat obscure, for the latter man has not been at all in the game, competing in the broad jump instead.

The new idea goes farther as it is now known that the germ permeates the walls of the intestines, and from there goes into the system where it gains rapidly, getting into the blood and from there upon the whole system. The principal means of propagation, according to the report, is by the water supply, milk supply, and particularly from the milk supply in almost any way. Milk once offers the world the germs are found on the germs as easily as the worst ones.

To stamp out the disease wholly.

EXAMS ARE NOT ALL.

By the temporary withdrawal of Capt. W. J. O'Hea, the 19th band will assemble at the beginning of the band championship tournament Wednesday afternoon in the fourth Assembly maemo. After the Tech team has played, a Wisconsin Tech band will come over to the head band and will be the only other band in the Tech show.

Captures Cup From Large Field in Pile Drill.

New Bedford school walked off with the band drill championship Wednesday afternoon at the annual locust band competition at the Tech Drill Park. C. A. was the speaker.

The Tech team at the annual locust band competition in the Tech spring games, in which the band was placed second, was in the Tech spring drill. They came in second in the Tech spring games, in which the band was placed second, was in the Tech spring games, in which the band was placed second, was in the Tech spring games.

The week before last the Tech team at the Tech show had a good time. The Tech team at the Tech show had a good time.

EXAMS ARE NOT ALL.

New Bedford High Wins.

SOPHOMORES LOSE CAPTAIN.
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